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What is Marketing?

The Chartered Institute of Marketing defines Marketing as - the management
process that identifies, anticipates and satisfies customer requirements profitably.

Marketing is about the customer and meeting their needs.

The marketing concept means that organisations need to understand their 
customers before marketing plans can be developed, or attempts made to 
improve customer satisfaction.

Background
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Consumer Behaviour

Consumers go through a
five stage decision-making
process in any purchase:

Background

Need Recognition

Information Search

Evaluating Alternatives

Decision to purchase

Post Purchase Evaluation
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Marketing Strategy

Situation or Market Analysis

Review mission/objectives

Set marketing objectives

Devise a marketing strategy

Plan the marketing mix

Implementation and review
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A marketing strategy is the overall plan of how the marketing of the organisation will
support the overriding business strategy.

A marketing strategy should look at the following:

• Segmentation

• Targeting

• Positioning

• Marketing Mix

Market research will be required to understand the organisation’s activities and to
provide a basis for effective marketing decisions to be made.

Marketing Strategy
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Segment – Target – Position

Market segmentation is the sub-dividing of the market into homogenous groups to
whom a separate marketing mix can be focused.

Kotler suggested that segments should be:

• Measurable

• Accessible

• Substantial

Marketing Strategy
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Market segmentation is the sub-dividing of the market into homogenous groups to
whom a separate marketing mix can be focused.

Marketing Strategy

Bases for segmentation

Demographic: 
• age
• sex
• geographical 
area

Socio-
economic:
• occupation
• income

Psychological:
• lifestyle
• attitudes
• values

Situational:
•occasion of use
•frequency of 
purchase
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1. Product

2. Price

3. Promotion

4. Place

5. People

6. Processes

7. Physical evidence

The 7Ps
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The detail of the 7Ps

7Ps Points to note

Product The item purchased by the customer

From the customer’s perspective: a solution to a problems or a package of benefits

Price Setting the right price

Considerations: Economic influences, brand, discounts, competitors’ prices

Promotion Telling customers/ potential customers about the product

Types: advertising, sales promotion, public relations, direct selling

Place How the product is delivered to customers 

Example: online or sold in shops

People The interactions between staff and customers

Issues: behaviour, knowledge, commitment, discretion, appearance

Processes By which marketing tasks are achieved

Considerations: automation, speed, queuing, procedures, capacity, 

Physical 

evidence

As services are intangible, provide evidence of ‘consumption’ of the service

Environment (eg ambience), tangible evidence (eg train ticket)
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Example of people, processes and physical evidence
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Activity
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Work through Activity 1: Pricing Factors 
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Answer to Activity
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1. Interactivity

2. Intelligence

3. Individualism

4. Integration

5. Industry restructuring

6. Independence of location

16

E-marketing

6Is
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Brands - A brand is a "Name, term, design, symbol, or any other feature that identifies 

one seller's good or service as distinct from those of other sellers.“

The brand experience is the impression associated with a brand. They are the 

elements of the brand that make it unique, and include both experiential.

Brand management is the creation and on-going development of the brand, primarily 

though various forms of promotion such as PR, advertising and sponsorship.

A high quality, premium product for example, will want to have a brand which is seen to 

be upmarket and desirable by an affluent target market (e.g. Rolex).

17

Branding
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▪ Organisations need to manage the effect of the web on their brand 

- The online brand should be consistent with the exiting brand

- Online activities can have a dramatic effect on a brand

▪ Online brands can be built up quickly using:

- Websites

- Search engine optimisation

- Blogs

- Presence on social media

- Email campaigns

18

Branding
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▪ Benefits of effective brand 

management include:

- improved profitability 

- higher prices can be charged

- way of connecting with 

customers

- valuable asset

- method of differentiation

19

Branding

▪ Global brand

Brand perceived to reflect the same 

values around the world

▪ Benefits of global brand:

- Economies of scale

- Easier overseas expansion

- Charge premium prices

- Lower marketing costs

- Barrier to entry

- Attracting and retaining good 

employees
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Activity
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Work through Activities 1 and 2
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Answer to Activity 1
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Answer to Activity 2
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CRM consists of the processes an organisation uses to track and organise its
contacts with its current and prospective customers, with particular emphasis
on software-based approaches.

CRM systems help the organisation to know their customers better and to use
that knowledge to serve customers better. They enable a business to manage
its relationship centrally through the storage of existing and potential customer
contact information.

CRM can aid an organisation in achieving the following:

▪ Customer acquisition; Customer retention and Customer extension

24

Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
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Customer acquisition

▪ Search engine marketing

▪ Social networks

▪ Email marketing

▪ Online PR

▪ Interactive adverts

Customer retention, has two goals:

▪ To keep customers

▪ To keep customers using the online channel

The key is understanding and delivering the
drivers of customer satisfaction. Satisfaction
drives royalty and loyalty drives profitability.

How to retain customers:

▪ Personalisation

▪ Mass customisation

▪ Extranets

▪ Opt-in email and Online communities
25

Acquiring and managing and customers
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Customer extension has the objective of increasing the lifetime value of a

customer and typically involves the following.

▪ ‘Re-sell’ similar products to previous sales.

▪ ‘Cross sell’ closely related products.

▪ ‘Up sell’ more expensive products.

▪ For example, having bought a book from Amazon you could be contacted

with offers of other books, DVDs or DVD players.

▪ Reactivate customers who have not bought anything for some time.

26

Acquiring and managing and customers
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Propensity modelling involves evaluating customer behaviour and then

making recommendations to them for future products. For example, if you have

bought products from Amazon, then each time you log on there will be a

recommendation of other products you may be interested in.

‘This can involve the following:

▪ Create automatic product relationships – e.g. through monitoring which

products are typically bought together.

▪ Using trigger words or phrases – e.g. ‘customers who bought ...also

bought...’.

▪ Offering related products at checkout – e.g. batteries for electronic goods.

27

Acquiring and managing and customers
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‘Sense, respond, adjust’

▪ Sense – monitor customer activities to classify them according to value,

growth, responsiveness and defection risk. RFM analysis, discussed above,

would also be relevant here.

▪ Respond with timely, relevant communications to encourage desired

behaviours.

▪ Adjust – monitor responses and continue with additional communications.

28

Acquiring and managing and customers
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Exam focus

▪ In the March 202 exam, candidates were required to recommend how 
e-marketing could be used to attract and retain clients for an 
organisation’s cloud-based services.

▪ Unfortunately, many candidates covered the technical knowledge 
behind the question (in this case the benefits of e-marketing) without 
showing how e-marketing could attract the clients of the organisation in 
the case. 

▪ We can not emphasise enough, you must apply your knowledge to the 
situation described in the case scenario.
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Chapter 21: Summary

▪ E-business refers to the transformation of business processes through the 
use of Internet technologies. 

▪ The characteristics of e-marketing are described by the 6Is model.

▪ E-CRM refers to the use of web-based CRM used to acquire customers, 
collect marketing data and deal with customers online.
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Chapter 21: Practice question 

Study Question

TYU 1, 2 & 3 on study text 75 mins

For SBL

➢Attempt the Study Question Bank questions listed above after studying this chapter

➢Attempt Revision Question Bank questions in your revision phase, after studying all chapters
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Thank you
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